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We derived simple polynomial equations to determine the entire resonance spectra of split ring
structures. For double stacking split rings made with flat wires, we showed that the resonance
frequency depends linearly on the ring-ring separation. In particular, we found that the wavelength
of the lowest resonance mode can be made 105 times the geometrical size of the ring for realistic
experimental conditions. For current systems, this ratio is of the order of 10.
Finite-difference-time-domain simulations on realistic structures verified the analytic predictions.
© 2008 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2959834�

I. INTRODUCTION

A theme in current research is the development of reso-
nators with geometrical sizes much smaller than the wave-
lengths at resonance. Miniaturization of resonators will open
the door to different technological applications such as the
subwavelength ultracompact dipole antennas1 and filters2

that have been proposed. Stimulated by interests in negative
reflecting materials,3,4 there has been much interest in split
ring resonators �SRR�.5–9 Recently, we consider rings made
with wires with a circular cross section of radius a and
showed that for two rings of radii R placed on the same
plane, the resonance frequency exhibits a lower bound
��ln�R /a��−0.5.9,10 To produce a significant decrease in the
slowly changing log function requires a large reduction in a,
which increases the resistance of the wire and hence the
damping of the structure.

In this paper, we show how to reduce the resonance fre-
quency of structures made with rings. Our insight is obtained
through our recent efforts to understand the resonance prop-
erties of metallic ring systems more rigorously and
analytically.9 Most previous calculations on metallic rings
are numerical in nature. In this paper, we show further that
the entire spectra of the SRR systems �both single- and
double-ring� can be determined by simple polynomial equa-
tions �Eqs. �4� and �10��. When the rings are made with flat
wires of a filmlike rectangular cross section and placed on
different planes,7 their separation d needs only be larger than
the thickness t of the rings, which can be much smaller than
the width 2a of the wires. The resonance frequency is found
to be controlled by the difference between the inverses of the
self- and the mutual capacitances, which can be very small.
For example, it is experimentally possible to make bilayer
systems separated by a distance of less than 10 nm. For rings
with radii of 10 mm, the resonance wavelength can be made
105 times the radius of the ring. This huge ratio is previously
inaccessible �for current systems, this ratio is 10�.

Such a double stacking SRR was first proposed in Ref. 7
and studied by an empirical method,7 but the attention was
mainly focused on the reduction in the bianisotropy of the
SRR systems. Here, we employ a more rigorous theory9 to
study the same system; our attention is mainly focused on
how to lower the resonance frequency of such a system. The
extreme limit when the ring radii are much larger than their
separation involves the cancellation of two quantities close
in values. This requires careful control of the numerical ac-
curacies of the calculation complemented by analytic consid-
erations, which is feasible in the present approach. We now
describe our results in detail.

II. SINGLE RING

We first recapitulate our results for the single-ring case.9

Take the coordinate system so that the z axis is perpendicular
to the ring and assume that the physical variables have a time
dependence of the form ei�t. Driven by an external field, the
current along the ring is determined by the circuit equation
�m’��m−m��Im’+ iIm�Lm�−m2 / ��Cm��=Eext�m�, where
��m�, Im, and Eext�m� are the Fourier components of the re-
sistivity function ���� of the ring, the current I��� flowing
on the ring, and the external field Eext��� on the ring.9 Here,
Lm and Cm are the inductance and capacitance,9 respectively,
and � is the azimuthal angle. The resonance frequencies are
obtained by solving the above circuit equation setting
Eext���=0.9

For a single-ring SRR with a gap at �=0, the resistivity
function is given by ��m��r+�m,0rc in the limit when the
gap width approaches zero; here r �rc� are the resistances per
unit length of the insulating gap �the conductor�.9 We take
the limit of r→� in the end. When the gap is located at �
=�, we get ��m���−1�mr+�m,0rc. In the matrix form, the
circuit equation that determines the resonance frequencies is
given by

HI = 0 �1�
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H = H0 + X , �2�

where H0=rM, M is a matrix with all elements equal to 1,
i.e., Mi,j =1. X is a diagonal matrix with Xm=rc+ i�Lm�
−m2 / �Cm���. For our problem, X−m=Xm.

Because of the m, −m symmetry of X, there are two
classes of solutions corresponding to even and odd symme-
tries under the transformation from m to −m. Those with odd
symmetries �i.e., I−m=−Im� are not coupled to each other and
the resonance frequencies are given by the conditions that
Xm=0. In the limit of a /R→0, the resonance frequencies
�obtained by solving Xm=0 with rc=0� are

�2m = m/�LmCm → m�u, m = 1,2, . . . , �3�

where �u=c /R �c is the speed of light� is the frequency unit
of the present problem.9 Equation �3� accurately accounts for
all the even-numbered resonance modes of a single-ring SRR
obtained numerically �see Fig. 2 of Ref. 9�.

We next consider the solutions with even symmetry �i.e.,
I−m= Im�. Now H0I�0�=0 so long as �mIm

�0�=0. This current
distribution is such that its magnitude is zero at the gap. I�0�

is, in general, not a solution of the circuit equation because
the internal emf inside the ring is not zero:Eint���
=�mEm exp�im���0, where Em=XmIm

�0�. The only way the
circuit equation can be satisfied is if Eint��������; the inter-
nal emf is zero inside the ring except at the gap where it is
counterbalanced by the gap resistance. For this to be true, it
is necessary that all Em ’s be the same. We thus write Em

=XmIm
�0�=E� and Im

�0�=E� /Xm. Since �mIm
�0�=0, we arrive at

the eigenvalue equation �m1 /Xm=0. Substituting in the ex-
pression for Xm, we get the following equation for the entire
spectrum of the even modes:

1 + �
m=1

�
2�L0�2 − irc��

Lm�2 − m2/Cm − irc�
= 0. �4�

For the low lying modes, contributions from terms with large
m are not important because of the m2 coefficient multiplying
1 /Cm. The eigenmode only involves a few Fourier compo-
nents, which agrees well with the eigenvector calculated nu-
merically �see Fig. 3 of Ref. 9�.

We now describe a formal approach to solve the circuit
equation, which can be easily extended to more complicated
situations. This approach explicitly displays the eigenvectors,
which can be used to calculate the responses of the structures
to external fields. Because r is very big, we solve the matrix
problem �Eq. �1�� by a standard perturbation method. For the
unperturbed matrix problem, H0I�0�=0, any vector I�0� satis-
fying

�m
Im

�0� = 0 �5�

is a solution. Now consider the full matrix problem �Eq. �1��.
Assume that the solution to Eq. �1� can be written as I
=I�0�+I�1�, where I�1� is of the order of r−1I�0�. Substituting I
into Eq. �1� since H0I�0�=0, we get HI= �rM+X��I�0�+I�1��
=rMI�1�+XI�0�+o�r−1�=0. Substituting in the elements of X
and M, we get Im

�0�=E� /Xm where E�=−r�m�Im�
�1� is a constant

independent of m. Employing the constraint �5�, we arrive at
the equation �m1 /Xm=0, which again leads to Eq. �4�.

Choosing an appropriate normalization constant, in the limit
1 /r→0, we find the eigenvector at resonance to be

I = I�0� = �. . . ,X0/X2,X0/X1,1,X0/X1,X0/X2, . . .�T. �6�

We emphasize that Eqs. �4� and �6� are the exact solutions of
the matrix problem �Eq. �1�� since the perturbation theory
becomes exact in the limit of 1 /r→0.

III. DOUBLE RING

Realizing the difficulties of miniaturizing the resonance
structure of a single-ring SRR, we now consider the double-
ring system, in which one ring has a gap at �=0 and the
other one, �=�. In what follows, we develop analytical for-
mulas suitable for the following two cases that were widely
studied in literature: �1� the two rings are of slightly different
sizes and located on the same plane;5–8,10 �2� the two rings
are of the same size and are located on different planes sepa-
rated by a distance d with both centers on the z axis.7 For
both cases, the circuit equation that determines the resonance
frequencies is given by HI= �H0+Y�I=0. The unperturbed
and the perturbation matrices are

H0 = �rMa 0

0 rMb 	, Y = � X X�

X� X
	 , �7�

where the matrix Ma �with elements Mm,m’
a =1� is for ring 1

and the matrix Mb �with elements Mm,m’
b = �−1�m−m’� is for

ring 2. X, X� are diagonal matrices with Xm the same as
before and Xm� = i�Lm� �−m2 / �Cm� ���. Here, Lm� and Cm� are the
mutual inductances and capacitances between the two rings;
we have neglected the size differences of the two rings in
writing the self interaction terms. Again, there are even and
odd modes under the transformation m to –m. Here we only
focus on the even modes. We first consider the unperturbed
matrix problem H0w=0. The solutions can be written as w

= �wa

wb �, which satisfy

�m
wm

a = 0, �m
�− 1�mwm

b = 0. �8�

Now assume the full solution as I=w+�, where � is of the
order of 1 /r, we get HI=Yw+H0�+o�r−1�=0. Subtituting
Eq. �7� into the above matrix and doing the algebra, we find


wm
a = �XmCa − �− 1�mXm� Cb�/�Xm

2 − Xm�
2�

wm
b = ��− 1�mXmCb − Xm� Ca�/�Xm

2 − Xm�
2� � , �9�

where Ca=−r�m��m�
a and Cb=−r�m��−1�m��m�

b are two con-
stants independent of the index m. Applying the constrains
�8� to Eq. �9�, we finally arrive at the equation eigenvalue
�m1 /Xm� �−1�mXm� =0 that determines the resonance fre-
quencies of the double-ring system. This equation recovers
the single-ring results �i.e., Eq. �4�� in the absence of the
mutual-interaction terms �i.e., Xm� =0�. In explicit form, this
equation becomes
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�
m=1

�
2�2�L0 	 L0�� − 2irc�

i�rc − Lm�2 + m2/Cm 	 �− 1�m�− Lm� �2 + m2/Cm� �
= 1.

�10�

Again, we emphasize that Eq. �10� is the exact solution of
the double-ring problem �recalling r→��.

Under the three-mode approximation �retaining only the
m=1 term in Eq. �10��, we obtain, for rc=0, the resonance
condition for the lowest �magnetic� mode �plus sign�,

�0
2 = �1/C1 − 1/C1��/�2L0 + 2L0� − L1� + L1� . �11�

The frequency squared is reduced because it is proportional
to the difference between the inverse self capacitance 1 /C1

and the inverse mutual capacitance 1 /C1�. Physically, this
comes about because the charge distributions on the two
rings are proportional to sin � and −sin � and nearly cancel
each other. For rings made with wires of circular cross sec-
tions, such a difference is proportional to ln�d /a�,10 and the
resonance frequency is reduced when two rings approach
each other �d decreases�. Unfortunately, since the wires are
of circular cross sections, the minimum value for d is 2a, so
that the resonance frequency never approaches zero but pos-
sesses a natural lower bound.10 This problem can be rem-
edied if the rings are made with flat wires, and are placed on
different planes �see inset in Fig. 1�a��. We describe this next.

IV. NONCOPLANAR RINGS

For rings made with flat wires not on the same plane, the
separation d between the rings needs only be larger than the
thickness t of each ring. In general, t can be much much
smaller than the width 2a of the flat wires, so that the differ-
ence of the capacitances in Eq. �11� and, in turn, the reso-
nance frequency, can be much smaller.

Equation �11� is derived with a three-mode approxima-
tion. Our conclusion remains valid when higher modes are
included. To illustrate, when the m= 	2 modes are included,
for rc=0, the resonance frequency is given by �0�

2= �1−��


�1 /C1−1 /C1�� / �2�L0+L0��+ �1−���L1−L1���, where �
=2�0

2�L0+L0�� / �1 /C2+1 /C2��. Thus, as 1 /C1−1 /C1� is made
small, the resonance frequency becomes small as well. To
demonstrate the cancellation between the self- and the mu-
tual capacitance, we numerically evaluate the circuit param-
eters and the resonance frequencies of double stacking rings
made with flat wires below.

As shown in the inset in Fig. 1�a�, the planes of the rings
are defined by an angle �=tan−1�d /2R�. Extending our pre-
vious theory for wires with circular cross sections9,10 to the
present case with rectangular cross sections,11 we are able to
calculate all the circuit parameters Lm, Lm� , Cm, and Cm� in
terms of the geometrical parameters d, R, a, and t by assum-
ing a uniform radial distribution of the currents. For ex-
ample, the self- and the mutual capacitances are found
to be 1 /Cm=m2 / �8�0a2��l=�m�

� �l−m� ! / � �Pl
m�0��2R−a

R+ad�
/�R−a

R+ad���
l /��

l+1, 1 /Cm� =m2 / �8�0a2��l=�m�
� �l−m� ! / �l

+m� ! Pl
m�−sin ��Pl

m�sin ��R−a
R+ad� /�R−a

R+ad��r
l /r�

l+1, where
r=��2+ �d /2�2, r�=���2+ �d /2�2, r��r�, and ����� are
the larger �smaller� values of r,r� and �,�� respectively. Simi-
lar expressions are found for Lm,Lm� . It is important to note
that the parameter t does not enter the expressions of the
circuit parameters in the thin-wire limit �t→0�.11

We have numerically evaluated these circuit parameters,
and found that in the limit of a /R→0, both Lm and 1 /Cm

still exhibit the ln�R /a� dependences, similar to the circular
cross section case.9,10 Thus. the analytical results obtained
for circular cross section case, e.g., Eqs. �3� and �5�, remain
valid for the single-ring SRR made with flat wires. We next
consider the double-ring case.

When both a and R are fixed, the normalized inverse-
capacitance differences, 1−Cm /Cm� , approach zero as d→0,
as shown in Fig. 1�a� calculated for a /R=0.025. As d→0,
sin �→0, r→�, r�→��, thus 1 /Cm� →1 /Cm. As a result, the
lowest resonance frequency ��0� of the double-ring SRR is
significantly reduced as d→0, as shown in Fig. 1�b� by the
solid line, obtained by numerically solving Eq. �10� setting
a /R=0.025 with the circuit parameters described above and
with similar expressions for Lm and Lm� .11

To corroborate our results, we performed finite-
difference-time-domain �FDTD� simulations12 on a series of
realistic double-ring SRRs made with flat wires of different
separation d. The FDTD-calculated resonance frequency �0

is shown in Fig. 1�b� as solid stars, which agree quite well
with the analytical solutions. The small discrepancies be-
tween the FDTD and the analytical results can be attributed
to the approximations adopted in calculating the circuit
parameters.11

The FDTD simulations are difficult to perform for the
very small d cases since in such cases the basic mesh dis-
cretizing the structure becomes too fine. Fortunately, analyti-
cal formulas are available when d→0. Expanding r, r�,
and Pl

m�sin �� as a power series in d /R and keeping the
lowest order terms, we find that 1−C1 /C1��F · �d /R�2, where
F is a dimensionless coefficient depending only weakly on
a /R. Considering the three-mode expression, as shown in

Eq. �11�, we further find that �0 /�u� F̃ · �d /R� with F̃ being
another dimensionless parameter. Shown in Fig. 2 are 1
−C1 /C1� and �0 /�u as functions of d /R, calculated with the

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Differences between inverses of self- and mutual
capacitances as the functions of ring-ring distance, for a double-ring SRR.
The inset schematically shows the geometry of a double-ring SRR, where
the two shaded areas represent the cross sections of two flat wires. �b�
Lowest resonance frequency of the double-ring SRR as a function of the
ring-ring distance, calculated by the present analytical theory �line� and the
FDTD simulations on realistic structures.
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full theory setting a /R=0.025. These numerical results accu-
rately confirmed the above two formulas, and suggest that

F̃=66 and F=402 40 for the present structure.
This analytical formula enables us to estimate the lowest

possible value of �0 /�u in practical situations. Experimen-
tally, it is possible to make bilayer systems separated by a
distance of d of the order of 10 nm. For a ring of radius R
=10 mm and a=0.25 mm, we find from the formula that
�0�7
10−5�u, indicating that the longest resonance wave-
length can be made of the order of 105; the radius of the ring
if rc can be ignored. This huge ratio is previously inacces-
sible. Experimentally, both superconducting13 and ordinary
SRRs have been studied. For nonsuperconducting rings, a
detailed examination of Eq. �10� under the three-mode ap-
proximation shows that our estimate is valid �i.e.,�0 taking a
nonzero real part� only when rc �4 /3��L0 /C1�1
−C1 /C1��

0.5. This implies that the total resistance of the ring,
rc2�R, has to be approximately less than Z0g�1−C1 /C1��

0.5,
where Z0= ��0 /�0�1/2=377 � is the vacuum impedance and
g=2�L0 /C1 /3�RZ0 is a dimensionless constant, depending
only weakly on a /R �for a /R=0.025, we get g=6.26�.

When the wavelength becomes long, the skin depth in-
creases and can become larger than the thickness of the film.
The current distribution becomes uniform throughout the
film thickness. The circuit parameters are estimated above
assuming infinitely thin films and a uniform current distribu-
tion in the radial direction and need to be modified taking the
finite film thickness into consideration. This can be easily
achieved by taking an average of the results in this section
and is discussed in the Appendix. We found that 1−C1 /C1�
�F��d /R�2− �t /R�2 /6�. This difference remains small when
d is small; the order of the reduction in the resonant wave-
length is preserved.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Through consistently analytical, numerical, and brute-
force simulation studies, we have demonstrated how to cre-
ate resonance structures whose sizes are much smaller than
the resonance wavelength. The calculation described in this
paper can be generalized to other structures, say, a four-ring
system, which can further lower the resonance frequency,
and can be extended to calculate analytically the responses of
resonant structures to external field.
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APPENDIX: LARGE SKIN DEPTH LIMIT

In this appendix, we discuss the situation when the skin
depth is larger than the thickness of the film. In that case, we
expect the current to be uniformly distributed throughout the
film. The circuit parameters need to be modified to take this
into consideration. The circuit parameters 1 /Cm�s� and Lm�s�
in Sec. IV are estimated assuming infinitely thin films sepa-
rated by a distance s and uniform current distribution in the
radial direction. To take into account a uniform current dis-
tribution over finite thicknesses t, we take the average of the
circuit parameters over s. For example, the self-capacitance
�1 /Cm� can now be estimated as 0

t ds / �tCm� �s��. For small s,
1 /Cm� �s��1 /Cm�1−F�s /R�2� with 1 /Cm as the circuit pa-
rameters estimated by assuming infinitely thin layer as is
done in Sec. IV. The average can be easily carried out and we
obtain �1 /Cm��1 /Cm�1−F�t /R�2 /3�. Similarly, the average
mutual capacitance �1 /Cm� �=−t/2

t/2 ds−t/2
t/2 ds� / �t2Cm� �s−s�−d��

becomes 1 /Cm�1−F�t /R�2 /6−F�d /R�2�. Therefore, the dif-
ference between the mutual and the self-inductance for m
=1 is now given by 1−C1 /C1��F��d /R�2− �t /R�2 /6�. This
difference remains small when d is small. The order of mag-
nitude of the reduction in the resonant wavelength is pre-
served.
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